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PET PROFILE MAKEOVERS
Thank you to everyone who submitted their profiles of hard to place pets! Every submission showed us just 
how much our community cares and is committed to the pets in their care. 

We selected 3 pet profiles for makeovers: Lana from Precious Paws Animal Rescue, Elk from Helping Animals 
Rescue Team, and Jesse Girl from Cuz i Matter Animal Rescue.

It’s not an easy thing to write an engaging, inspiring, and provocative pet profile or story. In fact, it’s taken 
Katie and I years of experience to do it, and we’re always learning new techniques! We hope these tips help 
everyone improve their pet profile writing skills and provide you with a blueprint for success.

Questions? Feedback? Send me an email at marcie@sheltersunited.com

mailto:Marcie@sheltersunited.com
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LANA - BEFORE From Precious Paws Animal Rescue
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KATIE’S TIPS FOR LANA
1. Lana's photos are beautiful - bravo! Sometimes photos uploaded to Petfinder will crop a little weird - we 

fixed that for you, but in the future, you can go to the pet's profile, click the "crop" button next to their 
photo, and move it so those beautiful ears aren't cut off! 

2. Great job utilizing the "good with" tags, even though she isn't great with other dogs/cats/children. I 
recommend adding some further detail in her profile - is it all dogs, or does she just need a slow intro? is 
there a certain age of a child you think she could do well with? Even if she really isn't great with any of 
those options, it's good to call that out but follow that with traits that make her "only dog syndrome" 
desirable! 

3. I would try to add some additional photos to her profile - will she let you dress her up? Pose with a human 
or a ball? Posing her with a human allows potential adopters to picture themselves with her more easily! 

4. Try adding a short video to her profile! Even if it's just a quick (no more than 7 seconds) video of her taking 
a treat gently, sitting, walking on a leash - videos are amazing for helping get pets adopted! 

5. Don't forget to share her Petfinder profile on social media! You can utilize the "share" option in her profile 
and she will automatically be shared to your organization's social media profile!
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MARCIE’S TIPS FOR LANA
There is nothing inherently wrong with this profile, it only lacks a little sparkle to make a potential adopter 
want to slow down and learn more. A good practice is to start a pet profile with a hook, something that makes 
a potential adopter stop and want to read the entire profile. 

You can do that a few ways: ask a question that makes people think, add some humor that draws attention, or 
tell a story that people want to know more about. (People love stories!) 

Precious Paws added this about Lana, “She loves to play ball. She can catch anything you toss her.” So, let’s 
start off with that fun fact to draw attention to those epic fetching skills, then we can go into a quick backstory, 
highlight her obedience skills, and outline the perfect forever family she’s looking for. 

P.S. Bonus points for adding photos of her in action doing what she loves best: catching and fetching!
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LANA - AFTER From Precious Paws Animal Rescue
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ELK - BEFORE Helping Animals Rescue Team
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KATIE’S TIPS FOR ELK
1. I have to give you 1,000 bonus points for using a photo with a human in it!! I always give that tip - it really 

helps potential adopters see themselves snuggling him! I would lead his profile with that photo. 
2. I always recommend adding a video to the profile! He looks like he has such a sweet personality - try to 

show that off with a short & sweet video! 
3. He has a great profile already but research shows us that adopters prefer to read the positive information 

first, followed by an explanation of his special needs & care requirements. 
4. Great job using the "good with" tags in his profile - if you think he might be good with dogs or children, 

don't forget to specify that in his bio! 
5. Don't forget to share his Petfinder profile on social media! You can utilize the "share" option in her profile 

and he will automatically be shared to your organization's social media profile! 
6. Bonus tip - please get this kitty a bow tie!! How HANDSOME would that look with his suspenders?!
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MARCIE’S TIPS FOR ELK
First off, HELLO HANDSOME 😻😻 Elk is a gorgeous kitty and HART has done an amazing job with the photos you 
have of him. Getting quality photos is sometimes half the battle and I want to applaud your team for such 
beautiful pics of him. Great job! 

Elk’s profile has tons of great information, and as I look through it, I noticed the first piece of information that I 
encounter is a list of his health challenges. I think it’s important to remember that as we write pet profiles and 
stories, to write the profile in a way that invites further reading and learning rather than possibly overwhelm 
the potential adopter too much information right off the bat. For example: when we first meet someone at a 
networking party, we don’t go all “too much info” on someone right away. (Or at least I hope I don’t do that!) 
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MARCIE’S TIPS FOR ELK (CONT’D)
Think of a pet profile as a way to invite the potential adopter to keep going and read all the information. A 
good outline to follow: 

1. Write a good hook to attract attention 
2. Tell the reader all the ways this pet is amazing, wonderful, beautiful, special, one-of-a-kind 
3. Do they have obedience skills or fun hobbies? List all the cool things they know and love to do 
4. You can then give a little backstory if you know it 
5. Outline what kind of family this pet needs to thrive 
6. If your organization is offering support post-adoption for this pet’s adopting family, remember to include 

those support bonuses (ex: a free 6-week training course, free medication for 2 months, etc)
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ELK - AFTER Helping Animals Rescue Team
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JESSE GIRL - BEFORE Cuz i Matter Animal Rescue
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KATIE’S TIPS FOR JESSE GIRL
1. Jesse Girl - what a beautiful lady! Great job adding photos - I would recommend mixing them up a little bit 

and seeing if you could get any props. How beautiful would she look in a flower crown?! 
2. Don't forget to utilize videos - even if it's just something simple like playing with a toy or taking a treat 

gently - this helps adopters picture themselves with her! 
3. I would probably recommend utilizing the "special needs" filter since she is HW+ and requires some extra 

special care! 
4. I love that you talk about her HW+ diagnosis in her profile and would recommend first listing some of her 

unique personality characteristics and move the care requirements/diagnosis a little later in the profile -
we don't want any adopters to be overwhelmed! Also, props for covering the cost of the treatment! I love 
that! 

5. Petfinder has "good with" tags you can utilize in the profile to let potential adopters know if she is good 
with other animals/children. Don't forget to use those! Or if you don't know, you can specify that in her 
bio.
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MARCIE’S TIPS FOR JESSE GIRL
You have a great, solid foundation with Jesse Girl’s profile. 
Her photos are also really cute! Again, half the battle is won 
with the cute pics so kudos to your team! 

As with the other profiles above, we just need to put a hook 
on Jesse Girl’s profile and shine it up a little bit to further 
invite reading and learning. Now, this may be quite silly, but 
as soon as I saw Jesse Girl, my mind went straight to the 
song “Jessie’s Girl”… that I, of course, had to then re-write. 

Feel free to add into her profile or use as a social media 
post if you want! 😊😊

Jesse Girl (sung like the Rick Springfield song, 
Jessie’s Girl) 

Jesse is a fur-friend 
Yeah, she's a good fur-friend of mine 
But lately something's changed that ain't hard to define 
Jesse really wants a family and I got to make her mine 

And she's watching me with those eyes 
She's playing fetch with that body, I just know it 
Yeah, and she's snuggling on the couch, late at night 

You know, I wish that I had Jesse Girl
I wish that I had that Jesse Girl 
Where can I find a doggy like that? 
(At Cuz i Matter Animal Rescue, that’s where!)
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JESSE GIRL - AFTER Cuz i Matter Animal Rescue
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